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For sixteen years, Josie Gardner and her mom, Kate, have been a team. It's been the Gardner Girls against the
world, and that's how Josie likes it. Until one day, they find out that Paul Tucci, Kate's high school
boyfriend-the father Josie has never met-is back in town. Josie's mom suddenly turns back into the
heartbroken teenager she was when Paul moved away. Meanwhile, Josie's on the verge of having her first
real boyfriend. And when Josie learns some surprising truths about Paul Tucci and the past, she begins
questioning what she thought she knew, and finds out what happens when a girl gets the guy she always
wanted and the dad she never knew she needed.
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From reader reviews:

Marvin Perdue:

Have you spare time for the day? What do you do when you have considerably more or little spare time?
Sure, you can choose the suitable activity regarding spend your time. Any person spent all their spare time to
take a stroll, shopping, or went to typically the Mall. How about open as well as read a book eligible For
Keeps? Maybe it is to be best activity for you. You know beside you can spend your time with your
favorite's book, you can more intelligent than before. Do you agree with its opinion or you have additional
opinion?

Alice Hill:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your morning to upgrading your mind
ability or thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book compared
to can satisfy your small amount of time to read it because this time you only find reserve that need more
time to be read. For Keeps can be your answer because it can be read by you actually who have those short
time problems.

Virgil Arriola:

You are able to spend your free time to see this book this guide. This For Keeps is simple to deliver you can
read it in the park your car, in the beach, train and soon. If you did not have much space to bring the printed
book, you can buy the actual e-book. It is make you quicker to read it. You can save typically the book in
your smart phone. Thus there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.

Edward Thompson:

Is it you actually who having spare time after that spend it whole day by means of watching television
programs or just resting on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This For Keeps can be the respond
to, oh how comes? It's a book you know. You are thus out of date, spending your spare time by reading in
this brand new era is common not a nerd activity. So what these books have than the others?
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